PHOENIX INNOVATION

Entrepreneurial Activity
(ARIZONA - FAST COMPANY, 2013)

New Tech Jobs
(DICE.COM, 2013)

Happiest Cities for Young Professionals
(FORBES, 2013)

downtown/midtown

BIO/RESEARCH
ACTIVATOR METHODS
AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION
ARIZONA ALZHEIMER’S CONSORTIUM
ARIZONA CANCER CENTER
ARIZONA HEART HOSPITAL
ARIZONA HEART INSTITUTE
ARIZONA SCIENCE CENTER
ASTRAZENECA
ASU COLLEGE OF NURSING
BANNER ALZHEIMER’S INSTITUTE
BANNER CORPORATE HQ
BANNER GOOD SAMARITAN
BARROW NEUROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
BIOACCEL
CASTLE BIOSCIENCES
CREIGHTON UNIVERSITY
C.V. VETERANS AFFAIRS CENTER
FLINN FOUNDATION
KINDRED HOSPITAL
INTL. GENOMICS CONSORTIUM
ORRH HEALTH
PAPID
PHOENIX CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL
PHOENIX UNION BIOSCIENCE HIGH
REDOX DIAGNOSTICS
SCIENCE FOUNDATION ARIZONA
ST. JOSEPH’S MEDICAL CENTER
TGEN
SLIDE PROCESSING INC
SOUTHWEST CENTER FOR HIV/AIDS
VIONICS
UA COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
UA COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

TECH
ARIZONA TECHNOLOGY COUNCIL
ARICOSA
B2BNOW
CARBONITE
CODE SURVEY
CXT SOFTWARE
DANGER
EBAY
FACILITY SOURCE
FLATLINE
GAINIGHT
GAINLINE
GIFTCARD ZEN
KINETIK IT
OPTICARD
SANCTION SOLUTIONS
SOCIALWHIRLED
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY GROUP
TEKNO’S
THE NERDERY
TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES
UBER
VIRTUOUS SOFTWARE

INCUBATORS/COWORKING
CEI
CO+HOOTS
COWORKING ON 15TH AVE
GAME COLAB
HIVE
MOD
SEEDSPOT
THE DEPARTMENT
THE OFFICE PILE

DESIGN
ARTIFEX
ASU COLLEGE OF ART
BJC PUBLIC RELATIONS
CCBG ARCHITECTS
DWL ARCHITECTS
EEKO STUDIO
GOULD EVANS
IMPRESS LABS
KITCHEN SINK STUDIOS
MELTMEDIA
MOSES INC
RIESTER
THINKING CAPS
TRIARC
VICO MEDIA
WILL BRUDER ARCHITECTS
WIRED PR

TOTAL EMPLOYED.................................110,704
# OF BUSINESSES.................................9,233
# OF RESTAURANTS.............................335
# OF LOCAL BREWERIES.....................5

PHOENIX WORKFORCE

POPULATION AGES 18-34.....................444,189
% OF POPULATION................................27.3%
AVG. HOUSEHOLD INCOME..................$60,976

LABOR FORCE 1,469,664
MEDIAN AGE 33
HIGHER EDUCATION 31 Institutions

For more information contact:
Community and Economic Development
Christine Mackay, Director
christine.mackay@phoenix.gov
602.534.9049

Lori Collins, Deputy Director
lori.collins@phoenix.gov
602.262.6008
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in the WORKFORCE
36% CURRENTLY
46% BY 2020